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. 

0) Fundamental interactions 
and quantum  gravity

There are four fundamental interactions in nature :
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With the exception of gravity, all other interactions 
are described by  renormalizable quantum field
theories (QFT).  

QFT = relativity + quantum mechanics
Computation of physical obervables is based on
perturbation theory: 
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Point-like interactions in Feynman diagrams
generate ultraviolet (UV)  divergences

§ Renormalizable theory: the UV divergences can be
« hidden » into a finite number of parameters
(charges,masses)
§ Renormalization predicts the variation with energy
of the fine structure constant, confirmed at CERN.   
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Einstein general relativity is a classical theory : 
Mass/energy spacetime geometry

Its quantization leads to
UV divergences which cannot be reabsorbed in a 
finite number of parameters non-renormalizable
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§ String theory has no point-like interactions 
(minimal length )    

no UV divergences.

String theory contains all four fundamental
interactions. The only complete theory of Quantum 
Gravity to date.



1)  Swampland and Quantum Gravity
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Are all consistent Quantum Field Theories obtainable from
String Theory ? 

Probably NO 
Swampland = the set of consistent QFT not obtainable from
String Theory
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There are various swampland conjectures: (Vafa+Ooguri review E.Palti) 

§ , completeness conjecture 

: impossibility of constructing a vacuum with positive
cosmological constant 

- quintessence-like dark energy models are then the only
viable possibility ?

(WGC)     
Gravity is the weakest force

not possible to have 
super-Planckian field excursions 
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Final goal swampland program ?

Supplement rules of effective QFT with additional constraints,
which would guide Beyond the Standard Model and cosmology
constructions. 
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- No exact global symmetries ? 
It is believed that a theory of quantum gravity cannot have 
exact global symmetries.    True for String Theory. 

Black hole argument:  

If true, baryon B and lepton L number can only be approximate symmetries of
The Standard Model (even B-L). 
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- The weak gravity conjecture (WGC)
Arkani-Hamed, Motl,Nicolis, Vafa, 2006

Loose form:      .
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For a theory with a massless photon coupled to gravity, 
it implies that there should exist one charged particle with

Some arguments in favor of WGC:

Ø Avoidance of stable charged black hole remnants

- A charged (RN) black hole has                      
It can evaporate by emitting particles with

Ø Absence of global symmetries in string theory/quantum 
gravity

|q|MP � m

- In the limit gauge symmetry becomes global.
This should be forbidden, at least in string theory.  

|q|MP � m

q ! 0
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There are potential intriguing connections between WGC and

- The hierarchy problem (Cheung-Remmen)  : quadratically div. 
contributions  to a charged scalar could violate WGC

log divergent                        quadratically div. (Higgs scalar)

the UV cutoff cannot be too high ? 

- Cosmic censorship (Horowitz et al.) : bad singularities in 
geometries violating CC are forbidden by WGC

|q|MP � m
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If there are other light (scalar) mediators , the mass of a field can 
depend on the scalar (i.e. Yukawa interactions)  

The WGC can be refined into a Repulsive Force Condition (RFC) 

Given some p-form gauge field, 9 a state which is self-repulsive, namely the gauge re-
pulsion between two copies of the state acts stronger than the sum of the gravitational
and scalar interactions [45, 46], i.e.

Fgauge � Fgravity + Fscalar , (5.46)

In a d-dimensional theory, each of these forces for a particle of mass m and gauge charge
Q take the following form

Fgauge =
Q2

rd�2
, Fgravity =

m2

Md�2
p rd�2

d� 3

d� 2
, Fscalar =

µ2

Md�2
p rd�2

, (5.47)

where µ is the scalar Yukawa charge. The scalar Yukawa force emerges whenever the
mass m of the state is parametrized by a massless scalar �, as we can always expand the
mass term as follows,

L � m2(�)�2 =
⇣
m2

0 + 2m0(@�m)�
⌘
�2 + . . . , (5.48)

where the scalar Yukawa charge is then given by µ = @�m. For the case of a particle in
four dimensions, the RFC in (5.46) reads

Q2M2
p �

1

2
m2 + gij(@�im)(@�jm)M2

p , (5.49)

where we have allowed for the presence of multiple scalars with inverse field metric gij .
This condition was first proposed in [45] as the proper interpretation of the WGC in the
presence of scalar fields, and later named as the RFC in [46].

For a p-form gauge field, we can generalize (5.47) and derive the existence of a (p� 1)-
brane of tension T satisfying

fabqaqb � gij(@�iT )(@�jT ) +
p(d� p� 2)

d� 2
T 2 , (5.50)

where we have written explicitly the gauge charge in terms of the inverse gauge kinetic
function fab and gauge quantized charges qa.

Note that (5.45) and (5.50) are identical apart from the contribution from the massless
scalars. In the WGC, the scalars contribute through the dependence in the gauge kinetic func-
tion; while in the RFC, they enter through the behaviour of the mass/tension. Consequently,
it seems we now have two di↵erent bounds, so which one is realised in quantum gravity? This
is an open question, although there is no known counterexample for any of the two conditions
in string theory, so it might be that both are realised. In fact, although seemingly di↵erent,
they coincide in many cases. For instance, string theory evidence shows that they are fulfilled
by the same states at the weak coupling limits g ! 0 [47, 48]. Furthermore, extremal BPS
states saturate both conditions, as by definition they satisfy a no-force condition. In these
cases, the charges and masses are related such that the scalar contributions in (5.45) and
(5.50) become equal. This is in fact related to the sharpening of the WGC discussed in the
next section.

36

leading to

Light scalars are often present in string theory constructions.
WGC and RFC were checked in many string examples.    
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gij(@�im)(@�jm)M2
P � m2

People are also considering more radical conjectures, like
the Scalar Weak Gravity Conjecture :  
scalar mediation should be stronger than gravity one.    

Not enough tested by now. It could be true for (at least) one 
state/particle, (very) probably not for all states of a theory.  
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- UV/IR connexions  ? 
Bekenstein,1981: « The entropy in a region of space is bounded by 
the BH entropy that can be stored in a region of the same size »

Field theory with UV cutoff ,   

Sphere of radius        ,                                        , 
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- The dS conjecture  (even if metastable) are not consistent with quantum gravity:

Conjecture 9: de Sitter Conjecture

A scalar potential of an EFT weakly coupled to Einstein gravity must satisfy

MP
|rV |

V
� c , (9.1)

with c some O(1) constant. This was further refined by stating that the previous
bound only needs to be imposed if the following condition on the second derivative of
the potential is violated,

min
�
rirjV

�


�c
0
V

M2
P

, (9.2)

with c0 another O(1) constant. This way, only dS minima (and not critical points in
general) are ruled out.

This conjecture is very strong and not free of controversy. Currently, it has only been
checked in the asymptotic regions of the moduli space (i.e. near infinite distance singularities)
where it is more widely accepted to be true. We will discuss this asymptotic version of the dS
conjecture in the next subsection. For reviews about the status of de Sitter vacua in string
theory we refer the reader to [105,106].

Let us finally mention that there is another conjecture also constraining the scalar po-
tential in de Sitter space; this is the Transplanckian Censorship conjecture (TCC) [55]. In
these lectures, we will not discuss it in much detail, but we will at least give its definition and
comment on the di↵erences with respect to the original dS conjecture.

Transplanckian Censorship Conjecture

The expansion of the universe must slow down before all Planckian modes are stretched
beyond Hubble size. It has two implications:

• No dS minima can exist at the asymptotic boundaries of the moduli space. In
the asymptotic regimes, one recovers a similar bound to (9.1) constraining the
asymptotic behaviour of the potential, but with a fixed constant c given by

|rV |

V
�

2p
(d� 1)(d� 2)

. (9.3)

• A dS minimum can exist deep inside the bulk, but it must be short-lived. The
lifetime ⌧ for a metastable dS vacuum is bounded from above by

⌧ 
1

H
log

MP

H
, (9.4)

where H is the Hubble scale.

In a certain sense, the TCC is weaker than the dS conjecture as it does not completely
forbid the existence of dS vacua, but only does so asymptotically. It also provides a lower
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c, c
0 ⇠ O(1)

It seems hard to obtain a de Sitter space in string theory. This led
to one of the most controversial Swampland conjecture: 

An EFT coupled to gravity must satisfy

or

where
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The dS conjecture rules out the existence of de Sitter minima.
We live however in an expanding Universe, we need a positive 
dark energy ! The conjecture favors therefore dynamical dark
energy models like quintessence.  
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- Distance conjecture  
v DC: There is an infinite tower of states that become

exponentially light at any infinite field distance limit

where is the geodesic field distance between
points P and Q, and 
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� ⇠ O(1)

The exponential rate �, apart from being positive, is not specified by the conjecture. It
is expected to be an O (1) constant, as otherwise it could spoil the exponential behaviour,
but its origin is not known. In fact, determining how small this parameter can be is the
main open question about the SDC, and we will see that significant progress on this has been
achieved in certain string theory setups. Concrete lower bounds have also been proposed in
the literature [48, 55–57] and will be discussed later. Clearly, having an unspecified factor in
the conjecture is not satisfactory; we would like to be able to compute it from first principles
or e↵ective field theory data. This was the case for the WGC, in which the order one factor
is specified in terms of the extremality bound for black holes.

The infinite tower of states is weakly coupled and signals the breakdown of the e↵ective
field theory, as it is impossible to have an e↵ective field theory description weakly coupled
to Einstein gravity with infinitely many light degrees of freedom. Hence, there is a quantum
gravity cut-o↵ associated to the infinite tower of states, which decreases exponentially in terms
of the proper field distance,

⇤QG = ⇤0 e
���� , (6.3)

as represented in figure 18. For simplicity, here we are taking this cut-o↵ to coincide with the
first state of the tower. But a more accurate way of defining it is via the species bound cut-o↵
given in (5.36), whose exponential rate will di↵er from � by an order one factor depending on
the space-time dimension.

An immediate consequence is that e↵ective field theories are only valid for finite scalar
field variations. From (6.3) and taking into account that ⇤0  Mp one gets

�� 
1

�
log

Mp

⇤
, (6.4)

which is telling us that the maximum field variation actually depends on the cut-o↵ of the
e↵ective field theory. This means that the higher the cut-o↵ or the process changing the vev of
the scalar, the smaller is the maximum field distance that can be described within the e↵ective
field theory. This statement has direct implications for inflation that will be discussed later.
Notice that this correlation between the cut-o↵ and the maximum field range is intrinsically
quantum gravitational, as these two quantities are a priori unrelated from a QFT perspective.

6.3 Examples and Connection to String Dualities

The prototypical example of how the SDC is realized is a KK circle compactification of string
theory to d space-time dimensions. Taking r to be the modulus controlling the radius of the
circle one finds:

S � Md�2
p

Z
ddx

p
�h

✓
R
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�
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2

d� 1

d� 2

(@r)2

r2

◆
(6.5)

where we show only the Einstein-Hilbert term and the kinetic term for the modulus r. There
are thus two limits at infinite distance, small radius r ! 0 and large radius r ! 1. The
proper field distance is given by the canonically normalized field

�R =

r
d� 1

d� 2
log r . (6.6)

41

The infinite tower of states signals of breakdown of the EFT and 
the lowering of the UV cutoff that decreases exponentially in 
terms of the proper field distance
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Quantum gravity scale

Quantum gravity moduli space with
asymptotic limits at infinite distance 

Quantum gravity cutoff falling exponentially
with the distance, due to the tower of light 
states from the distance conjecture 
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The exponential rate �, apart from being positive, is not specified by the conjecture. It
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where we show only the Einstein-Hilbert term and the kinetic term for the modulus r. There
are thus two limits at infinite distance, small radius r ! 0 and large radius r ! 1. The
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Since , one finds that field variations are
limited
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⇤0  MP

This limit has direct implications: in inflation,                      so
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H  ⇤

In the same way, membranes are charged under three-forms and their gauge kinetic function
Tab is related to the scalar potential as follows,

V =
1

2
T ab(s,�)fafb =

1

2
Zab(s)⇢a(f,�)⇢b(f,�) , (6.38)

where fa are the discrete internal fluxes dual to the three-form gauge fields. Interestingly,
the flux potential of string compactifications can always be factorized between a saxionic an
axionic part, where the ⇢a functions are shift invariant axion polynomials including the fluxes,
see e.g. [74, 75]. Therefore, studying the behaviour of the three-form gauge couplings and
charges of BPS membranes in the asymptotic limits provides information about the scalar
potential.

In conclusion, the asymptotic behaviour of the field metric and the scalar potential can
be translated into properties of BPS strings and membranes charged under two-form and
three-form gauge fields, respectively, in 4d N = 1 EFTs. This yields interesting relations
between di↵erent Swampland conjectures [57]. For instance, the exponential behaviour of the
SDC tower becomes a consequence of having a BPS string satisfying the WGC. This allows
us to provide a lower bound for the SDC exponential rate in 4d N = 1 EFTs in terms of
the extremality factor for the strings. Similarly, a potential described by a WGC-saturating
membrane satisfies the de Sitter conjecture that will be explained in section 9.

6.6 SDC with Potential and Implications for Inflation

Up to now, the SDC has been a statement about the moduli space of the theory. This
means that it regards a set of scalars with an exactly flat potential (typically protected by
extended supersymmetry) that parametrizes di↵erent vacua of the theory. However, it is
phenomenologically relevant, e.g. for inflation, to understand what happens when a potential
is added so that this moduli space is lifted. Based on physical grounds, one would expect that
the SDC should also apply to the valleys of the potential, i.e. to directions along which the
potential may not be exactly flat but the relevant energies are smaller than a given cut-o↵.

The refined SDC [76] proposes that:

1. The exponential behaviour with � ⇠ O(1) should be manifest when �� & Mp.

2. The conjecture should also hold for scalars with nearly flat potential.

This can have important implications for inflationary models.7 Consider the bound for the
field distance in terms of the cut-o↵ in (6.4). In order to accommodate inflation in the e↵ective
field theory we need the cut-o↵ to be above the Hubble scale, ⇤ > H. These two conditions
together yield
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Thus, the SDC gives an upper bound on the field range of inflation in terms of the Hubble
scale. In particular, when H is close to the Planck scale one finds that the field range is
bounded by an order one number in Planck units.

7The SDC also places important constraints on relaxation models of the EW scale, since they typically
require transplanckian field ranges.
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On the other hand,  during inflation 

In slow roll inflation, the field range provides an upper bound on the tensor-to-scalar ratio
r via the Lyth bound,
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The tensor-to-scalar ratio can be related to the Hubble scale as

Mp

H
=

r
2

⇡2Asr
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where As is the amplitude of scalar perturbations whose value has been measured experimen-
tally to log(1010As) = 3.047± 0.015 [77]. Using (6.41) we can write the SDC bound in (6.39)
in terms of r as follows,
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so it provides a lower bound on the tensor-to-scalar ratio. When written in this way, we note
that the Lyth and the SDC bounds are complementary and can constrain di↵erent models of
inflation [78]. To give an example, chaotic inflation [79] would be ruled out. This is shown in
figure 20.

Figure 20: Left: Allowed (blue) region of scalar field excursion during inflation against tensor-
to-scalar ratio obtained by combining Lyth bound and SDC constraint for � = 1, together
with the experimental bound put by Planck 18 [80]. The red point corresponds to chaotic
inflation [79]. Right: SDC bound for � = 0.7, 1, 2 starting from the upper one. We note that
the constraint is very sensitive to the precise value of �.

In conclusion, we see that the SDC can constrain some models of large field inflation
(including axion monodromy) but it does not rule it out, as a moderate transplanckian field
range might su�ce for some models. Notice that the SDC constraint on large field inflation
highly depends on the exact value of �. For this reason, it is really important to learn about
this exponential decay rate and how it can be computed from first principles or e↵ective
field theory data. It should also be noted that replacing H as the cut-o↵ in (6.39) gives a
very conservative bound, in the sense that the EFT will likely break down (or at least get
sensitive to the infinite tower) before the mass of the first state becomes of order Hubble, so
the constraints might be stronger than represented here.
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In slow roll inflation, the field range provides an upper bound on the tensor-to-scalar ratio
r via the Lyth bound,
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where As is the amplitude of scalar perturbations whose value has been measured experimen-
tally to log(1010As) = 3.047± 0.015 [77]. Using (6.41) we can write the SDC bound in (6.39)
in terms of r as follows,
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so it provides a lower bound on the tensor-to-scalar ratio. When written in this way, we note
that the Lyth and the SDC bounds are complementary and can constrain di↵erent models of
inflation [78]. To give an example, chaotic inflation [79] would be ruled out. This is shown in
figure 20.

Figure 20: Left: Allowed (blue) region of scalar field excursion during inflation against tensor-
to-scalar ratio obtained by combining Lyth bound and SDC constraint for � = 1, together
with the experimental bound put by Planck 18 [80]. The red point corresponds to chaotic
inflation [79]. Right: SDC bound for � = 0.7, 1, 2 starting from the upper one. We note that
the constraint is very sensitive to the precise value of �.

In conclusion, we see that the SDC can constrain some models of large field inflation
(including axion monodromy) but it does not rule it out, as a moderate transplanckian field
range might su�ce for some models. Notice that the SDC constraint on large field inflation
highly depends on the exact value of �. For this reason, it is really important to learn about
this exponential decay rate and how it can be computed from first principles or e↵ective
field theory data. It should also be noted that replacing H as the cut-o↵ in (6.39) gives a
very conservative bound, in the sense that the EFT will likely break down (or at least get
sensitive to the infinite tower) before the mass of the first state becomes of order Hubble, so
the constraints might be stronger than represented here.
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One finds

This can be combined with the Lyth bound: 
In slow roll inflation, the field range provides an upper bound on the tensor-to-scalar ratio

r via the Lyth bound,
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where As is the amplitude of scalar perturbations whose value has been measured experimen-
tally to log(1010As) = 3.047± 0.015 [77]. Using (6.41) we can write the SDC bound in (6.39)
in terms of r as follows,
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so it provides a lower bound on the tensor-to-scalar ratio. When written in this way, we note
that the Lyth and the SDC bounds are complementary and can constrain di↵erent models of
inflation [78]. To give an example, chaotic inflation [79] would be ruled out. This is shown in
figure 20.

Figure 20: Left: Allowed (blue) region of scalar field excursion during inflation against tensor-
to-scalar ratio obtained by combining Lyth bound and SDC constraint for � = 1, together
with the experimental bound put by Planck 18 [80]. The red point corresponds to chaotic
inflation [79]. Right: SDC bound for � = 0.7, 1, 2 starting from the upper one. We note that
the constraint is very sensitive to the precise value of �.

In conclusion, we see that the SDC can constrain some models of large field inflation
(including axion monodromy) but it does not rule it out, as a moderate transplanckian field
range might su�ce for some models. Notice that the SDC constraint on large field inflation
highly depends on the exact value of �. For this reason, it is really important to learn about
this exponential decay rate and how it can be computed from first principles or e↵ective
field theory data. It should also be noted that replacing H as the cut-o↵ in (6.39) gives a
very conservative bound, in the sense that the EFT will likely break down (or at least get
sensitive to the infinite tower) before the mass of the first state becomes of order Hubble, so
the constraints might be stronger than represented here.
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where As is the amplitude of scalar perturbations whose value has been measured experimen-
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so it provides a lower bound on the tensor-to-scalar ratio. When written in this way, we note
that the Lyth and the SDC bounds are complementary and can constrain di↵erent models of
inflation [78]. To give an example, chaotic inflation [79] would be ruled out. This is shown in
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Figure 20: Left: Allowed (blue) region of scalar field excursion during inflation against tensor-
to-scalar ratio obtained by combining Lyth bound and SDC constraint for � = 1, together
with the experimental bound put by Planck 18 [80]. The red point corresponds to chaotic
inflation [79]. Right: SDC bound for � = 0.7, 1, 2 starting from the upper one. We note that
the constraint is very sensitive to the precise value of �.

In conclusion, we see that the SDC can constrain some models of large field inflation
(including axion monodromy) but it does not rule it out, as a moderate transplanckian field
range might su�ce for some models. Notice that the SDC constraint on large field inflation
highly depends on the exact value of �. For this reason, it is really important to learn about
this exponential decay rate and how it can be computed from first principles or e↵ective
field theory data. It should also be noted that replacing H as the cut-o↵ in (6.39) gives a
very conservative bound, in the sense that the EFT will likely break down (or at least get
sensitive to the infinite tower) before the mass of the first state becomes of order Hubble, so
the constraints might be stronger than represented here.
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Ex: (           ; result sensitive to the value of         )
<latexit sha1_base64="mOYwfKglVKzk0R9nQ2bIfK7TCmM=">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</latexit>

� = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="98ciX+sWFUeZyIPHY6WCk+42010=">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</latexit>
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- Festina Lente (Montero,van Riet,Venke+Vafa, 2019)

- In de Sitter spacetime with an abelian gauge field, there are 
charged extremal (Nariai) black holes.
- Imposing that these black holes be able to discharge through
Schwinger pair production 

any charged particle of mass m and charge q should satisfy
<latexit sha1_base64="injDZke5dwZSJ4j0j8msWUKTwx4=">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</latexit>

m4 > 2q2g2V0
Fulfilled by the Standard Model

<latexit sha1_base64="Itjlqav6l7OHXHhAelKgfAdL58s=">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</latexit>

m4
e ⇠ 10�12 GeV 4 � 2e2V0 ⇠ 10�48 GeV 4
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Some implications of FL:

- It improves significantly the c.c. problem:

- Any non-abelian theory must be confining or broken (off-diagonal 
generators are charged particles) !  It fits with the Standard Model.

- Strongly constrain inflation ; Higgs needs to have large vev’s
during inflation ! 

<latexit sha1_base64="F5wUIKJz/qyyI3tqyksaEdKxqqs=">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</latexit>

V0 < m4
e

2e2 ⇠ (MeV )4 ⇠ 10�84 M4
P
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v All tests of swampland conjectures were done essentially on 
supersymmetric strings.  

In this case, due to SUSY some conjectures are trivial:
- WGC, since attraction exactly cancel repulsion (BPS condition)
- dS conjecture, since SUSY implies AdS or Minkowski vacua

v String vacua with broken supersymmetry are a more natural
framework to study swampland conjectures (my activity), situation 
considerably more difficult.
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2)  Causality and unitarity conditions 
• A low-energy effective action has an expansion in the 

dimension  of operators.
• Higher dimension/derivative operators are generated by heavy

particles, new interactions. Some of them are constrained by 
general consistency conditions 

Ex: 
<latexit sha1_base64="2qMzxdk1C0QELfb/bIIXM3wBUG8=">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</latexit>
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It turns out that for the effective theory to 
respect general consistency conditions :  

<latexit sha1_base64="fqSPRWQGIEA7v8LyFMOSjPZZ6qM=">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</latexit>
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ci � 0

1) Causality (for some operators). Ex:  consider time-dependent
solutions  for        (inflation…) 

If                  , the field has super-luminal propagation 
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c2  0
<latexit sha1_base64="rRGCqt/RB5aYev/dC7OCkOYL0V0=">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</latexit>

⇧

2) Unitarity, analyticity. Ex: 

Amplitudes                                                           in the 
forward limit.  One can show in our ex. that

<latexit sha1_base64="pDkArva+qDEO8baazvBuRZjmNYA=">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</latexit>

A(1 + 2 ! 1 + 2) > 0

<latexit sha1_base64="5moYRxqmIV3YBS7bYSb3QWExZSU=">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</latexit>

�
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<latexit sha1_base64="7c9Nt5NuNPCuATx0/0O6kwl1d5s=">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</latexit>

A(⇧+ � ! ⇧+ �)t=0 > 0 ! c2 � 0

<latexit sha1_base64="Fsry1088XVc8Em/5QagcbG0MdjI=">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</latexit>

A(⇧+⇧ ! ⇧+⇧)t=0 > 0 ! c1 � 0

where is the Mandelstam parameter

• Such positivity constraints are widely used nowadays in 
Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT) 

<latexit sha1_base64="4T8N5l+jk2tDKMZQvlQldoQYBWg=">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</latexit>

t = (p1 � p3)2

<latexit sha1_base64="37ccacttrOCohwH5g6o7zFrLcx4=">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</latexit>

A(Aµ +A⌫ ! Aµ +A⌫)t=0 > 0 ! c3 � 0
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It was shown recently in various situations that mild gravity
violations of positivity conditions are possible/consistent due to 
time delay in GR 

<latexit sha1_base64="ppj7GCcNpZ6opHBs8ZYKUWvlKEg=">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</latexit>

ci
⇤2 ⇠ � 1

M2
P
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Conclusions and Perspectives
• No complete theory of quantum gravity, string theory the best 

candidate to date 
• Swampland conjectures do impose Quantum Gravity 

constraints on BSM and cosmological models.

• Important to test more these conjectures. Some of them (ex. 
WGC) well tested, others rather conjectural for now.

• Causality and unitarity/analyticity provide more traditional
consistency conditions. 

• Strings with broken SUSY, not many checks.



Thank You !
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